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Abstract: What is the best number of gear steps for parallel type hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and
what are the pros and cons of the power split type HEV compared to the parallel type have been
interesting issues in the development of HEVs. In this study, a comparative analysis was performed
to evaluate the fuel economy potential of a parallel HEV and a power split type HEV. First, the fuel
economy potential of the parallel HEV was investigated for the number of gear steps. Four-speed,
six-speed, and eight-speed automatic transmissions (ATs) and a continuously variable transmission
(CVT) were selected, and their drivetrain losses were considered in the dynamic programming (DP).
It was found from DP results that the power electronics system (PE) loss decreased because the
magnitude of the motor load leveling power decreased as the number of gear steps increased. On the
other hand, the drivetrain losses including the electric oil pump (EOP) loss increased with increasing
gear step. The improvement rate from the 4-speed to the 6-speed was the greatest, while it decreased
for the higher gear step. The fuel economy of the CVT HEV was rather low due to the large EOP
loss in spite of the reduced PE loss. In addition, the powertrain characteristics of the parallel HEV
were compared with the power split type HEV. In the power split type HEV, the PE loss was almost
double compared to that of the parallel HEV because two large capacity motor-generators were used.
However, the drivetrain loss and EOP loss of the power split type HEV were found to be much
smaller due to its relatively simple architecture. It is expected that the power characteristics of the
parallel and power split type HEVs obtained from the DP results can be used in the development of
HEV systems.

Keywords: hybrid electric vehicle (HEV); transmission mounted electric device (TMED) type; number
of gear steps; power split type; fuel economy potential; dynamic programming

1. Introduction

To meet the more severe regulations regarding vehicle fuel economy and CO2 emissions all over
the world [1,2], major automobile companies have announced milestones for vehicle electrification.
For instance, Toyota has plans to electrify half of its total vehicles by 2030 [3]. Mercedes-Benz also aims
to electrify all vehicles by 2022 [4]. In addition, vehicle electrification has been accelerated as interest
in vehicle connectivity and automation increases.

It is expected that hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs)
will account for more than 40% of total vehicle sales by 2030 [5]. HEVs have the following advantages:
(1) it is possible to meet the regulations with minor changes in vehicle configuration from the existing
structure and (2) they can be extended to PHEVs simply by increasing the capacity of the battery.
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Two types of HEV powertrains have been developed: (1) add-on type and (2) dedicated hybrid
transmissions (DHTs) [6]. Add-on type HEV powertrains have an architecture where the motor
is added to the existing transmission. Transmission mounted electric device (TMED) type parallel
HEVs are a typical add-on type configuration, where one motor is installed between the engine and
transmission, and the engine and motor power are transmitted to the wheels in parallel through the
transmission. Automatic transmission (AT), dual clutch transmission (DCT), and continuously variable
transmission (CVT) have been adopted for the add-on type HEV. In conventional internal combustion
engine (ICE) vehicles, the transmission provides various gear steps to improve the fuel economy and
vehicle performance.

In conventional ICE vehicles, fuel consumption can be reduced by 0.66% moving from a 5-speed
AT to a 6-speed AT [7] and by 6.5% moving from a 5-speed to an 8-speed [8]. This is because the
engine operation point can be moved to a more efficient region by the increased gear step. In HEVs,
the same effect in the engine and motor operation is expected with an increased number of gear steps.
However, improvement of the fuel economy based on the number of gear steps may be different
because the motor works in concert with the engine. Few studies have been performed that focus on
the fuel economy potential of a parallel HEV as a function of the number of gear steps. The engine and
motor behavior were investigated for a parallel HEV based on the number of gear steps [9]. However,
the transmission efficiency including hydraulic system loss was not considered. In evaluating the fuel
economy, the effect of power loss due to additional drivetrain components such as clutch and brake
needed for the increased gear steps must be considered. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the engine
and motor operation characteristics and fuel economy with respect to the number of gear steps in an
add-on type parallel HEV.

The DHT type HEV adopts a specialized transmission architecture for HEV. DHT has a relatively
simple structure, which consists of planetary gear sets and two high capacity motor-generators (MGs).
DHT type HEVs can implement various driving modes such as power split, series, and parallel mode.
A typical example of a DHT is the power split type transmission, where the engine power is split
to the mechanical and electrical paths at planetary gear in the DHT. The power split type HEV has
low system efficiency at a particular speed ratio due to the power circulation, which occurs along a
closed path [10,11]. Studies were performed on the optimal configuration and design methodology to
improve the fuel economy of the power split type HEV [12,13]. In addition, various configurations of
the power split type HEV were investigated in terms of the fuel economy [14–17]. It is well known
that the power split type HEV provides improved fuel economy due to the electrical-continuously
variable transmission (e-CVT) function. However, two large MGs are a drawback as they increase the
cost of the power electronic system. Since the fuel economy and system efficiency of the HEV depend
on the powertrain architecture, a comparative analysis of the fuel economy potential for add-on type
and DHT type HEVs will provide helpful insight into the development of HEVs.

In this study, the maximum fuel economy potential of parallel HEVs was evaluated for the number
of gear steps by considering power electronics, system loss, and drivetrain loss. To compare the fuel
economy of HEVs under the optimal conditions, backward simulators were developed based on
dynamic programming, and the maximum fuel economy potential and engine and motor operation
characteristics were investigated. In addition, the fuel economy potential of the parallel HEV was
compared with that of a power split type HEV, and the design aspects are discussed in terms of the
fuel economy and losses.

2. Dynamic Programming to Evaluate the Fuel Economy Potential Considering Powertrain
Characteristics and Drivetrain Components Losses of Parallel HEV

The target parallel HEV is a TMED type where the MG is connected to the transmission directly.
In the TMED type, the engine and motor power are transmitted to the wheel in parallel (Figure 1).
In this study, 4-speed AT, 6-speed AT, 8-speed AT, and CVT were selected, and backward simulators
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were developed to investigate the maximum fuel economy potential. In the simulator, the following
powertrain components were considered.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of TMED type parallel HEV.

2.1. Transmission

In the automatic transmission, the output torque is represented as follows:

Tout = NTM_ATTin (1)

where T and N are the torque and transmission gear ratio, respectively. The subscripts TM_AT, in, and
out denote the automatic transmission, input, and output, respectively.

In the automatic transmission, mechanical loss occurs in the drivetrain components, which
include planetary gears, clutches, brakes, and final reduction gear. Figure 2 shows a schematic
diagram of the 4-speed AT investigated in this study and its transmission efficiency of the 1st gear
step. The transmission efficiency map was constructed from the experimental results. Transmission
efficiency for the other gear steps, 6-speed AT, and 8-speed AT were constructed in a similar way.
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the 4-speed AT; (b) Transmission efficiency at the 1st gear step.

A schematic diagram of the CVT used in this study is shown in Figure 3a. In the CVT, power is
transmitted through the belt, and a continuously variable transmission ratio is provided by changing
the belt pitch radius in a continuous manner. The CVT ratio is defined as follows:

NTM_CVT =
ωpri

ωsec
(2)

where the subscript TM_CVT, pri and sec are the continuously variable transmission, primary pulley,
and secondary pulley, respectively. ω is the rotational speed.
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of CVT; (b) Mechanical efficiency map of CVT [18].

Figure 3b shows the CVT mechanical efficiency map from the literature [18]. The CVT efficiency
is determined by the CVT ratio, input speed, and torque.

2.2. Engine

Figure 4 shows the characteristic map of the engine used in this study. The brake specific fuel
consumption (BSFC), maximum torque, and optimal operating line (OOL) are shown. The engine OOL
was obtained by connecting the engine operation points that have the smallest instantaneous fuel rate
at the specific engine power.
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Figure 4. Engine characteristic map.

2.3. Motor-Generator

Figure 5 shows the MG efficiency and maximum and minimum torque. The MG efficiency is
represented by considering the discharging and charging state as follows:

PMG =
TMGωMG

ηMG
at discharge (3)

PMG = TMGωMGηMG at charge (4)

where P and η are the power and efficiency, respectively.
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2.4. Battery

The battery state of charge (SOC) was calculated as follows [19]:

SOC = SOCinitial −
∫

idt
C

(5)

where SOC, i, and C are the current battery SOC, current, and battery capacity, respectively.
The battery power can be calculated as [9,19],

∆P = V∆i = V
C(SOC− SOCinitial)

t− tinitial
(6)

where P and V are the battery power and nominal voltage, respectively.

2.5. Electric Oil Pump

In this study, we assumed that one electric oil pump (EOP) was used for the hydraulic system to
control the clutches and brakes in the transmission as well as to lubricate the drivetrain components [20].
Figure 6 illustrates a schematic diagram of the hydraulic system of the TMED type parallel HEV.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the hydraulic system for TMED type parallel HEV.

Some flow from the EOP is used to control the friction elements through the pressure control
valve (PCV). The lubrication flow is supplied to the drivetrain components with reduced pressure
through the PCV. In addition, leakages occur through the valve spool and seals of the clutch and brake.
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The hydraulic system power loss can be calculated by considering the efficiency of the EOP driving
motor as follows [21]:

pEOP =
pcontrol + plubrication + pleakage

ηEOP
(7)

where the subscript EOP denotes the electric oil pump, and ηEOP is the efficiency of the EOP
driving motor.

Each hydraulic power loss is obtained as follows:
Control: For the clutch and brake control, the control power loss Pcontrol can be calculated as:

pcontrol = PcontrolQcontrol = (
∫ t f

ti

dP)Qcontrol (8)

where P and Q denote the pressure and flow rate, respectively, and ti and t f are the initial and
final times.

In this study, we assumed that a constant control flow rate Qcontrol is consumed whenever the
shift is performed.

Lubrication: We assumed that lubrication is performed with constant flow at constant pressure.
Lubrication power loss is obtained as follows:

plublication = PlubricationQlubrication (9)

Leakage: Leakage occurs at the valve spool and seals of the clutch and brake. The flow rate of the
leakage is calculated using the equations in Table 1.

Table 1. Leakage flow rates [21].

Location Leakage Feature Equations

Valve spool
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Specifications of the target parallel HEV investigated in this study are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Specifications of TMED type parallel HEV.

Component Specification

Engine
Max power 114 kW
Max torque 185 Nm
Max speed 6000 rpm

Motor-Generator
Max power 38 kW
Max torque 205 Nm
Max speed 6000 rpm

Battery Capacity 1.6 kWh
Nominal voltage 270 V

Vehicle Weight 1800 kg

Transmission AT
4-speed
6-speed
8-speed

CVT Metal belt type

Table 3 shows the power flow, motor speed, and torque equations of the parallel HEV for each
driving mode [9].

Table 3. Power flow, motor speed, and torque equations for the parallel HEV [9].

Driving Mode Power Flow Equations

EV mode
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2.6. Dynamic Programming for the Fuel Economy Potential of the Parallel HEV

A comparative analysis was performed to investigate the fuel economy potential of TMED type
parallel HEVs for the number of gear steps. Since the fuel economy of an HEV depends on both the
system configuration and the control strategy, the fuel economy potential should be evaluated when
the HEV system is under optimal control. To solve the optimization problem, dynamic programming
has been used to evaluate the fuel economy [14–17] or find the structures of HEV/PHEV [12,13],
including the drivetrain losses [22].

In this study, a backward simulator was developed based on dynamic programming and consisted
of local and global optimization [9,22]. The instantaneous fuel consumption rate for the engine
speed and torque was calculated at each step in local optimization. In global optimization, the
optimization problem was solved to minimize the fuel consumption by integrating the instantaneous
fuel consumption rate from the local optimization [9,22–25].

The minimum fuel consumption from the initial (k = 1) step to the kth step is obtained by
accumulating the instantaneous fuel consumption rates of the next step to Jk−1

∗ of the minimum fuel
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consumption from the initial to (k− 1)-th step. The value of the state that does not guarantee optimality
is deleted using Bellman’s principle. The optimal cost at each step is represented as follows [9,22–25]:

Jk
∗(SOC(k))= FCk

= min(Jk−1
∗(a(SOC(k− 1), Pbatt(k− 1))) + Lk(SOC(k), Pbatt(k)))

(11)

where Jk
∗ and FCk indicate the cost function and fuel consumption at the k step, respectively.

By repeating the calculation of the optimal cost from k = 1 to N, the fuel consumption is obtained
at each time step with respect to the driving time and battery SOC and is called the optimal field.
Using the optimal field, the optimal paths of the engine, motor, and battery power that minimize the
fuel consumption for the given driving cycle were obtained under the constraint of initial and final
battery SOC.

3. Comparative Analysis of the Maximum Fuel Economy Potential of Parallel HEVs for the
Number of Gear Steps

Maximum fuel economy potential of TMED type parallel HEV was investigated with respect to
the number of gear steps for the following two cases:

• When transmission efficiency and EOP loss are not considered
• When transmission efficiency and EOP loss are considered

Backward simulations were performed for city cycle (urban dynamometer driving schedule
(UDDS)) to analyze the powertrain characteristics of the parallel HEV.

3.1. Comparison without Considering Transmission Efficiency and EOP Loss

Table 4 compares the engine energy and efficiency, battery energy, power electronics system loss,
and fuel economy with respect to the number of gear steps for UDDS.

Table 4. Engine energy and efficiency, battery energy, power electronics system loss, and fuel economy
for UDDS.

4-Speed AT 6-Speed AT 8-Speed AT CVT

Driving Braking Driving Braking Driving Braking Driving Braking

Engine energy (kJ) 4200 - 4148 - 4137 - 4122 -

Consumed fuel energy (kJ) 11,090 - 10,939 - 10,894 - 10,814 -

Engine efficiency (%) 37.87 - 37.92 - 37.97 - 38.12 -

Improvement rate (%) base - 0.13 - 0.26 - 0.66 -

Battery energy (kJ) Discharge (+) 2522 0 2417 0 2389 0 2333 0

Charge (−) 201 2258 84 2272 54 2275 3 2278

Power electronics
system loss (kJ)

Battery + MG 327 249 287 234 277 231 259 228

Total 576 521 508 487

MG efficiency (%) 91.05
(EV mode) 92.87 91.72

(EV mode) 93.46 91.78
(EV mode) 93.56 91.94

(EV mode) 93.71

Fuel economy (km/L) 33.84 34.31 34.45 34.70

Improvement rate (%)
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The dynamic programming results in Table 4 show that the engine efficiency is improved as the 
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The engine efficiency improvement can be explained by the engine operation on the OOL, as 
shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows that the engine operation was performed more closely to the OOL 
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The dynamic programming results in Table 4 show that the engine efficiency is improved as the
number of gear step increases. The engine efficiency was obtained as follows [26]:

Engine efficiency (%) =
Engine output energy (kJ)
Consumed fuel energy (kJ)

× 100(%) (12)

The engine efficiency improvement can be explained by the engine operation on the OOL,
as shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows that the engine operation was performed more closely to the OOL
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with increasing gear steps. The engine of the CVT HEV operated almost on the OOL. The improvement
rate of the engine efficiency was 0.13% to 0.66% as the number of gear steps increased.
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Figure 7. Engine operating points for UDDS without considering the transmission efficiency and EOP
loss: (a) 4-speed AT HEV; (b) 6-speed AT HEV; (c) 8-speed AT HEV; (d) CVT HEV.

During driving, the battery discharge and charge energy decrease with an increased number of
gear steps. Table 5 shows the operation time for each driving mode and gear step for UDDS.

Table 5. Operation time according to mode and gear step for UDDS (s).

4-Speed AT 6-Speed AT 8-Speed AT CVT

Mode Gear Step EV HEV Regen EV HEV Regen EV HEV Regen EV HEV Regen

1st 140 32 217 74 17 159 75 13 149 43 1 113
2nd 240 76 64 157 41 91 143 34 86 14 2 27
3rd 100 108 29 169 58 39 167 49 47 7 4 9
4th 13 86 6 68 78 19 52 37 19 17 6 36
5th - - - 15 65 5 35 38 10 18 11 9
6th - - - 6 47 3 6 56 2 52 15 22
7th - - - - - - 8 42 2 44 15 20
8th - - - - - - 2 38 1 68 18 17
9th - - - - - - - - - 90 32 21

10th - - - - - - - - - 67 48 18
11th - - - - - - - - - 46 69 15
12th - - - - - - - - - 16 91 9

Total 493 302 316 489 306 316 488 307 316 482 312 316

Since the CVT ratio is continuous, the total gear ratio span is divided into 12 steps with the
same interval. As the number of gear steps increases from the 4-speed→ 6-speed→ 8-speed→ CVT,
the operation time of the EV mode becomes shorter from 493 s → 489 s → 488 s → 482 s, which
results in decreasing battery energy. The demanded wheel powers are compared in Figure 8 with
respect to the number of gear steps for t = 211–242 s of UDDS. In this region, the vehicle drives in HEV
mode using the engine and motor. Most of the demanded wheel power is supplied by the engine
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(Figure 8b). Extra or insufficient power is compensated for by the motor, which is called ‘motor load
leveling’ (Figure 8c). As the number of gear steps increases, the magnitude of the motor load leveling
power decreases (Figure 8c) since the engine produces power that is closer to the demanded wheel
power (Figure 8b), which was observed in the literature [9]. For instance, as shown in t = 233–239 s,
the 4-speed AT shows the largest motor load leveling power (gray area) meanwhile that of the CVT is
almost zero. This results in decreasing battery discharge and charge energy for driving from 2522 kJ
→ 2417 kJ→ 2387 kJ→ 2333 kJ and 201 kJ→ 84 kJ→ 54 kJ→ 3 kJ for the 4-speed AT→ 6-speed AT
→ 8-speed AT→ CVT, respectively. As a result, the power electronics system (PE) loss such as the
battery and motor loss decreases (Table 4).
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Figure 8. Engine and motor power with respect to the number of gear steps for UDDS (t = 211–242 s):
(a) Vehicle speed; (b) Engine power; (c) Motor power.

There are two reasons why the PE loss decreases: (1) a decrease in the motor load leveling energy
and (2) an increase in the motor operation efficiency. The decrease in the motor load leveling energy
for an increasing number of gear steps can be seen in Figure 8. The motor efficiency is improved as
shown in Table 4 because the motor operation points can be moved to a higher efficiency region by
the increased number of gear steps. In braking, the battery charge energy increases from 2258 kJ→
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2272 kJ→ 2275 kJ→ 2278 kJ (Table 4) as the number of gear steps increases because the motor can be
operated in a more efficient region for regenerative braking. As a result, the PE loss decreases as the
number of gear steps increases.

The dynamic programming results in Table 4 show that the fuel economy is improved as the
number of gear steps increases. The improvement rate of the fuel economy was obtained as 1.39%→
0.41%→ 0.73% from the 4-speed AT→ 6-speed AT, 6-speed AT→ 8-speed AT and 8-speed AT→
CVT, respectively. It is noted that the improvement rate of the 4-speed→ 6-speed is much higher than
that of the 6-speed→ 8-speed.

Table 6 shows NTotal of each gear step for the target transmissions. In this study, NTotal was
defined as follows:

NTotal = NTM × NFRG (13)

where the subscript TM and FRG denote the transmission and final reduction gear, respectively.

Table 6. NTotal for target transmissions.

Gear Step 4-Speed AT 6-Speed AT 8-Speed AT CVT

1st 11.41 14.21 15.10 13.46–14.51
2nd 6.33 8.57 9.30 12.42–13.46
3rd 4.07 6.70 5.97 11.37–12.42
4th 2.76 4.25 4.68 10.32–11.37
5th - 3.06 4.07 9.27–10.32
6th - 2.37 3.38 8.22–9.27
7th - - 2.69 7.18–8.22
8th - - 2.14 6.13–7.18
9th - - - 5.08–6.13
10th - - - 4.03–5.08
11th - - - 2.98–4.03
12th - - - 1.94–2.98

Tables 5 and 6 show that the 4-speed AT, 6-speed AT, and 8-speed AT operate in the 2nd gear
step for 240 s, the 3rd gear step for 169 s, and the 3rd gear step for 167 s in EV mode, respectively.
The CVT uses the 8th and 9th ratio steps for 68 s and 90 s, respectively. In EV mode, NTotal of the
target transmissions is 6.33, 6.70, 5.97 and 5.08–7.18, respectively. This implies that the total gear ratio
NTotal

∼= 6 provides the optimal operation of MG used in this study when the vehicle drives in EV
mode. On the other hand, in HEV mode, the 4-speed AT, 6-speed AT, 8-speed AT, and CVT select
the 3rd gear step (108 s), 4th gear step (78 s), 6th gear step (56 s), and 11th and 12th steps (69 s, 91 s),
respectively. The optimal gear ratio of NTotal is NTotal

∼= 4 in HEV mode. In regenerative braking mode,
the 1st gear step of each transmission is mostly selected, which provides the highest transmission ratio
since large NTotal moves the motor operation points to the higher efficiency region for UDDS.

3.2. Comparison Considering Transmission Efficiency and EOP Loss

Next, the maximum fuel economy potentials of the 4-speed AT, 6-speed AT, 8-speed AT, and
CVT type parallel HEV were investigated by considering both the power electronics system loss and
the transmission efficiency and EOP loss for UDDS. The transmission efficiency was included in the
backward simulations as a map with respect to the gear step, input speed, and torque as shown in
Figures 2b and 3b. The EOP loss was calculated using Equations (7)–(10) for each transmission system.

Table 7 compares the engine energy and efficiency, transmission average efficiency, battery energy,
power electronics system loss, and fuel economy for UDDS when transmission efficiency and EOP loss
were considered. It is seen that the engine energy increased compared to that of Table 4 due to the
transmission efficiency and EOP loss. As the number of gear steps increases, the engine efficiency is
improved because the engine can be operated closer to the OOL. The improvement rate of the engine
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efficiency is 0.08% to 0.24%, which is smaller than that of the case (Table 3) without transmission
efficiency and EOP loss.

Table 7. Engine energy and efficiency, transmission efficiency, battery energy, power electronics system
loss, and fuel economy for UDDS.

4-Speed AT 6-Speed AT 8-Speed AT CVT

Driving Braking Driving Braking Driving Braking Driving Braking

Engine energy (kJ) 5064 - 5003 - 4987 - 5108 -

Consumed fuel energy (kJ) 13,359 - 13,187 - 13,125 - 13,443 -

Engine efficiency (%) 37.91 - 37.94 - 37.99 - 38.00 -

Improvement rate (%) base - 0.08 - 0.21 - 0.24 -

Battery energy (kJ) Discharge (+) 2411 4 2255 5 2223 5 2105 12

Charge (−) 321 2022 162 2028 126 2029 17 2032

Power electronics
system loss (kJ)

Battery + MG 335 242 292 223 278 223 238 224

Total 577 515 501 462

Transmission
Efficiency (%) 92.22 92.32 92.42 93.40

EOP loss (kJ) 220 226 237 490

MG efficiency (%) 90.35
(EV mode) 92.25 90.72

(EV mode) 93.05 90.95
(EV mode) 93.06 90.36

(EV mode) 93.21

Fuel economy (km/L) 28.09 28.46 28.59 27.92

Improvement rate (%)
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The fuel economy is improved by increasing the number of gear steps for multi-step AT from 
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However, the fuel economy of the CVT HEV dropped to 27.92 km/L due to the large EOP loss in 
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0.46%, and −2.34% for the 4-speed ⟶ 6-speed, 6-speed ⟶ 8-speed, and 8-speed ⟶ CVT, 
respectively. Fuel economy improvement rate was the greatest from the 4-speed to 6-speed, while 
the improvement rate decreased significantly for the higher gear step because of the effect of motor 
load leveling and increased drivetrain loss including the EOP loss, which is quite different from the 
fuel economy improvement rate of multi-step AT in conventional ICE vehicles. This result gives an 
important insight in determination of the number of gear steps for parallel HEV. 

The relative fuel economy from the dynamic programming is compared in Figure 9 for the 
parallel HEV with respect to the number of gear steps for a city cycle (UDDS). In Figure 9, the 
relative fuel economy was represented in percentage on the basis of that of the 4-speed AT HEV. 
When the transmission efficiency and EOP loss were not considered (Figure 9a), the fuel economy of 
the multi-step AT improved with increasing gear steps, and the improvement rate from the 4-speed ⟶ 6-speed shows the largest value. Considering the transmission efficiency and EOP loss (Figure 
9b), the fuel economy increases from 4-speed ⟶ 6-speed ⟶ 8-speed, showing the highest 
improvement rate at 4-speed ⟶ 6-speed. However, that of the CVT HEV drops due to the relatively 
large EOP loss. A comparative analysis of the data in Tables 4 and 7, and Figure 9 shows that the fuel 
economy of the TMED type parallel HEV increased with an increasing number of gear steps since 
the engine efficiency increased. Meanwhile, the motor load leveling power and power electronics 
system loss decreased. A positive effect of the increased number of gear steps was observed in the 
multi-step AT HEV, and the largest improvement was obtained when the gear step increased from 
4-speed to 6-speed. At higher gear steps, the positive effect decreased because of the negative effect
of the increased power loss. When transmission efficiency and EOP loss were considered, similar
behavior of the fuel economy was found for the multi-step AT in spite of the negative effect of the
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because of the increased hydraulic power loss due to a 3–4 times higher line pressure [27].
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As the number of gear steps increases, the amount of battery discharge and charge energy during
driving decrease from 2411 kJ→ 2255 kJ→ 2223 kJ→ 2105 kJ and 321 kJ→ 162 kJ→ 126 kJ→ 17 kJ
for the 4-speed→ 6-speed→ 8-speed→ CVT, respectively. This is because the amount of energy that
flows through the motor and battery decreases with decreasing motor load leveling power. As a result,
the PE loss from the motor and battery decreases as 577 kJ→ 515 kJ→ 501 kJ→ 462 kJ for the 4-speed
→ 6-speed→ 8-speed→ CVT. The EOP loss of the CVT HEV shows the largest value of 490 kJ since
the EOP had to manage the ratio control with high pressure and small flow rate and lubrication with
low pressure and high flow rate.

The fuel economy is improved by increasing the number of gear steps for multi-step AT from
28.09 km/L → 28.46 km/L → 28.59 km/L for the 4-speed → 6-speed → 8-speed, respectively.
However, the fuel economy of the CVT HEV dropped to 27.92 km/L due to the large EOP loss
in spite of the reduced PE loss. Accordingly, improvements in fuel economy were obtained at 1.32%,
0.46%, and −2.34% for the 4-speed→ 6-speed, 6-speed→ 8-speed, and 8-speed→ CVT, respectively.
Fuel economy improvement rate was the greatest from the 4-speed to 6-speed, while the improvement
rate decreased significantly for the higher gear step because of the effect of motor load leveling and
increased drivetrain loss including the EOP loss, which is quite different from the fuel economy
improvement rate of multi-step AT in conventional ICE vehicles. This result gives an important insight
in determination of the number of gear steps for parallel HEV.

The relative fuel economy from the dynamic programming is compared in Figure 9 for the
parallel HEV with respect to the number of gear steps for a city cycle (UDDS). In Figure 9, the relative
fuel economy was represented in percentage on the basis of that of the 4-speed AT HEV. When
the transmission efficiency and EOP loss were not considered (Figure 9a), the fuel economy of the
multi-step AT improved with increasing gear steps, and the improvement rate from the 4-speed→
6-speed shows the largest value. Considering the transmission efficiency and EOP loss (Figure 9b),
the fuel economy increases from 4-speed→ 6-speed→ 8-speed, showing the highest improvement
rate at 4-speed→ 6-speed. However, that of the CVT HEV drops due to the relatively large EOP loss.
A comparative analysis of the data in Tables 4 and 7, and Figure 9 shows that the fuel economy of the
TMED type parallel HEV increased with an increasing number of gear steps since the engine efficiency
increased. Meanwhile, the motor load leveling power and power electronics system loss decreased.
A positive effect of the increased number of gear steps was observed in the multi-step AT HEV, and the
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largest improvement was obtained when the gear step increased from 4-speed to 6-speed. At higher
gear steps, the positive effect decreased because of the negative effect of the increased power loss.
When transmission efficiency and EOP loss were considered, similar behavior of the fuel economy was
found for the multi-step AT in spite of the negative effect of the increased power loss. In CVT HEV,
the fuel economy decreased compared to the multi-step AT HEV because of the increased hydraulic
power loss due to a 3–4 times higher line pressure [27].
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Figure 9. Improvement rate of fuel economy for number of gear steps for the city cycle: (a) Without
considering transmission efficiency and EOP loss; (b) Considering transmission efficiency and EOP loss.

4. Comparison of Fuel Economy Potential for Parallel HEV and Power Split Type HEV

Powertrain characteristics of parallel HEVs were compared with power split type HEV. A TMED
type 8-speed AT HEV and a Toyota hybrid system (THS) 3rd generation were selected as target HEVs.

4.1. Target Power Split Type HEV

Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of THS HEV, which consists of one engine, two
motor-generators (MG1, MG2), and two planetary gear sets (PG1, PG2). The THS is an input-split
type in which the engine power is split to mechanical and electrical paths at the PG1, and the e-CVT
function can be realized by the MG1 speed control. The PG2 serves as a simple reduction gear because
the brake is always engaged at the carrier (C) [28,29].
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Figure 10. Schematic diagram of THS HEV [28,29].

Power flow, motor speed, and torque equations of the power split type HEV are shown in Table 8
for each driving mode. In HEV mode, the engine power is split at the PG1 when the speed ratio is
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higher than the mechanical point [30]. The engine power transmitted to MG1 is used for generating,
and the remaining power to the wheel is used to propel the vehicle. When the speed ratio is lower
than the mechanical point, i.e., a high vehicle speed, the power flows through the closed loop of the
mechanical and electrical paths. Once power circulation occurs, the powertrain efficiency drastically
drops since the power is transmitted through the electrical path with relatively low efficiency [10,11].

Table 8. Power flow, motor speed, and torque equations for the power split type HEV.

Driving
Mode Power Flow Equations

EV mode
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For a fair comparison, the same vehicle specifications should be used for both the parallel and
power split type HEVs. The same vehicle weight and engine were used. In addition, both HEVs must
have the same acceleration performance. In this study, the MG2 capacity of the power split type HEV
was determined to provide the same acceleration performance as the parallel type as follows:

0–100 kph Acceleration Performance: Within 9.4 s

To select the MG2 capacity that satisfies the acceleration performance, the model ‘Split Single
Mode HEV With Fixed Ratio On Mg1 2wd Midsize’ in Autonomie was used [31]. Simulation results
showed that the MG2 power was 90 kW, which gives a 0–100 kph acceleration performance of 9.31 s.

The EOP loss of the power split type HEV was calculated using Equation (7). In the power split
type HEV, the EOP works only for lubrication because clutch and brake are not used.

Drivetrain component loss of the target power split type HEV was obtained for the reduction gear,
planetary gear set, MG1 unloaded loss, bearing, and differential gear [22,32]. Drivetrain component
losses used in this study are shown in Table 9. A backward simulator was developed based on dynamic
programming using the vehicle specifications and drivetrain losses (Table 9).
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Table 9. Drivetrain component loss of power split type HEV.

Drivetrain Components Loss

Reduction gear [22] Tgear loss = 0.01Tgear input

Planetary gear set [22,32] (PG1, PG2) TPG loss =


µPGTPG input f or sun− ring

µPGTPG input
Zr

Zs+Zr
f or sun− carrier

µPGTPG input
Zr

Zs+Zr
f or carrier− ring

MG1 unloaded loss [22]
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4.2. Comparative Analysis of Power Split Type HEV and Parallel HEV

Powertrain characteristics of the power split type HEV were compared to the 8-speed AT parallel
HEV. The backward simulations were performed for a city cycle (UDDS). In Table 10, the engine
efficiency, battery energy, power electronics system loss, transmission loss, and fuel economy are
compared for UDDS. The engine efficiency of the power split type HEV is 38.17%, which is slightly
higher than that of parallel HEV (37.98%). This is because e-CVT function of the power split type
can cause the engine to operate in a more efficient region. During driving, the battery discharge and
charge energy of the power split type HEV are 3272 kJ and 1068 kJ, which are much larger than that
of 2223 kJ and 126 kJ of the parallel HEV, respectively. The reason why the battery charge energy is
approximately eight times higher is that some part of the engine power (which is split at the PG1)
generates MG1 to charge the battery in HEV mode. In braking, the battery charge energy of the power
split type HEV is larger than that of the parallel HEV because more energy can be recuperated by the
larger MG2, whose capacity is 90 kW. The larger battery discharge and charge energy cause an increase
in PE loss, which is almost double (874 kJ) that of the parallel HEV (501 kJ). On the other hand, the
drivetrain loss of the power split type HEV is 343 kJ, which is much smaller than that of the parallel
HEV (635 kJ) due to its relatively simple architecture. The EOP loss of the power split type HEV was
57 kJ, which is much less than that of the parallel HEV (237 kJ). This is because the EOP works only for
lubrication without clutch and brake control.

Table 10. Engine energy and efficiency, battery energy, power electronics system loss, transmission
loss, and fuel economy of the power split type HEV and parallel HEV.

Power Split Type HEV Parallel HEV

Driving Braking Driving Braking

Engine energy (kJ) 4998 - 4987 -

Consumed fuel energy (kJ) 13,094 - 13,125 -

Engine efficiency (%) 38.17 - 37.99 -

Battery energy (kJ) Discharge (+) 3272 2 2223 5

Charge (−) 1068 2123 126 2029

Power electronics system loss (kJ) Battery + MG 717 157 278 223

Total 874 501

Transmission (kJ) Drivetrain loss 343 635

EOP loss 57 237

Fuel economy (km/L) 28.66 28.59

Improvement rate (%) 0.24 base
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For UDDS, although the PE loss of the power split type HEV is much larger due to the two large
motors, the fuel economy is slightly higher at 28.66 km/L compared to the parallel HEV (28.59 km/L).

Table 10 shows that reduced drivetrain loss and EOP loss due to the relatively simple structure
have a positive effect on the fuel economy of the power split type HEV. Meanwhile, the increased PE
loss from the two large MGs has a negative effect.

The dynamic programming results of the vehicle operation points are shown in Figure 11 with
respect to the demanded wheel torque and vehicle speed. As shown in Figure 11a, when the power
split type HEV drives for UDDS, the mode shift occurs approximately at the demanded wheel power
of 12 kW when the vehicle speed is below 40 kph. Between 40 kph and 55 kph, the mode shift power
becomes lower. The HEV mode is mostly selected for a vehicle speed above 55 kph. On the other hand,
for the parallel HEV, which has a 38 kW MG, the mode shift is performed at around 7 kW (Figure 11b),
which means that the EV mode is selected in the lower power region rather than the power split
type. This is because the motor capacity of the parallel HEV is much smaller than that of the power
split HEV.
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Figure 11. Mode shift map: (a) Power split type HEV; (b) Parallel HEV.

From the comparative analysis using dynamic programming, it was found that the following
factors need to be evaluated quantitatively in the development of the HEV:

Parallel HEV

• Positive factors can be obtained from the small power electronics system loss and relatively low
cost using one small capacity MG

• Negative factors are the large drivetrain component loss including the EOP loss inherent from the
relatively complicated architecture

Power split type HEV

• Positive factors come from the improved engine efficiency by the e-CVT function using two mgs
and small drivetrain loss from a relatively simple architecture

• Negative factors relate to the large power electronics system loss due to the two large
capacity MGs.

5. Conclusions

Fuel economy potential and power characteristics were compared for parallel and power split
type HEVs. First, to investigate the fuel economy of the parallel HEV with respect to the number of gear
steps, 4-speed AT, 6-speed AT, 8-speed AT, and CVT were selected as target transmissions. Using the
dynamic programming, a comparative analysis was performed to investigate the fuel economy,
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transmission loss, and power electronics system loss. In the dynamic programming, transmission
efficiency was considered with respect to the speed, torque and gear ratio. In addition, EOP loss was
included by considering the flow rate for control, lubrication, and leakage. It was found that as the
number of gear steps increased, the engine efficiency increased since the engine operation performed
more closely to the OOL. In addition, the engine power becomes closer to the demanded wheel power.
As a result, the motor load leveling power decreased with the increasing number of gear steps, and
power electronics system loss decreased. Fuel economy improvement rate was the greatest from the
4-speed to 6-speed, while the improvement rate decreased for the higher gear steps because of the
effect of motor load leveling and increased drivetrain loss including the EOP loss. The CVT HEV
showed a negative improvement rate compared to the multi-step AT HEV because one EOP must
manage the ratio control with high pressure and small flow rate as well as the lubrication with low
pressure and high flow rate. Therefore, the positive effect of the improved engine efficiency and
reduced power electronics system loss by the increased gear step and negative effect of the power loss
inherent from the additional drivetrain elements should be considered in the design of parallel HEVs.

In addition, the powertrain characteristics of the 8-speed AT type parallel HEV were compared to
those of the power split type HEV, i.e., Toyota hybrid system (THS). A comparative analysis using
dynamic programming showed that the power electronics system loss of the power split type HEV
was almost double that of the parallel HEV due to the two large MGs. However, the drivetrain loss of
the power split type HEV was smaller due to its relatively simple architecture. Also, the EOP loss was
much smaller because the EOP works only for lubrication.

It is expected that the power characteristics of the parallel and power split type HEV obtained
from the DP results can be used in the development of an HEV system.
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Nomenclature

C battery capacity
N transmission gear ratio
P power
Q flow rate
T torque
V voltage
i current
p pressure
η efficiency
ω speed
Subscript
batt battery
pri primary
sec secondary
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